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Moon phases: a persistent problem
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1.2 Activity and actvity system
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◦ “[...] the common structure of human activity and individual 
consciousness” (Leontiev, 2009, p. 98)

The thesis...



◦ “Thus, spontaneity and a lack of conscious awareness of concepts, 
spontaneity and the extrasystemic nature of concepts, are synonymous. 
Correspondingly, nonspontaneous scientific concepts, because of what 
makes them nonspontaneous, will be characterized from the outset by 
conscious awareness. From the outset, they will be characterized.by the 
presence of a system (Vygotsky [Ch6], 1987:236).

◦ “[…] that the concept arises and is formed in a complex operation that is 
directed toward the resolution of some task. They show that the simple 
presence of certain external conditions and the mechanical 
establishment of connections between objects and the word is not 
sufficient for the emergence of the concept. (Vygotsky [Ch5], 1987:124).

The thesis...
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◦ “[..] establish the fact that thinking is a human activity, and not something 
added to activity or its separate side. (Leontiev [L35], 2005:46).

◦ ” [...] Thinking, a mediated cognition, first appears not in the form of
activity, but in the form of an action. […] That is, it is not the cognitive
motive that appears first, but it is the cognitive goal that appears first. 
(Leontiev [L35], 2005:48).

◦ There occurs a transformation of actions not only “upward,” when action is 
transformed into activity, at times into a central one for the person, that is, 
to what is most important. And, there is transformation “downward,” a 
lowering of rank. Action (and cognitive action) is capable of, according to 
the overall law, being transformed into operation, (Leontiev [L35], 2005:49).
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Dialogic teaching-learning

“Soft” position - dialogue is a medium for education
• classroom dialogue contribute to children’s intellectual 

development and their educational attainment;
• opportunities to students to make independent sense of 

what they are learning;
• focus on thinking process and engagement;

Group work          Dialogic enquiry Reciprocal teaching

Exploratory talk    Accountable talk

Guide co-construction of knowledge       Intermediate theory (TPD)



Dialogic teaching-learning

The Inquiry Project: Bridging Research & Practice



Dialogue is transformative



My (soft dialogic) understanding...

Evidence-based research: discussing/exchanging different/compelling
opinions is what matters.

horizontal exchanges – the difference 
is given by other students

vertical exchanges – the difference is 
given by the teacher/science

Mortimer & Scott, 2003 



Intervention in 2 levels: teaching-learning

Sample 1

around 20 primary 
teachers 

Sample 2

4 teachers 

2-day workshop 
• present and discuss the 
dialogic approach;
• provide (two) lessons 
for implementation.

Data collection
20 observations 
(prior workshop)
20 observations 
(after workshop)
20 questionnaires
5 interviews

• video-stimulating
reflective dialogue;
• discuss real context;
• design own lessons. 

Data collection
32 observations
32 talk analylsis
4 questionnaires
4 interviews
Students outcomes

8 to 10 meetings (weekly basis)
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Research questions: first set (teaching)

RQ1) To what extent the conceptualisation of a new practice leads to its realisation?

1.1) What are the teachers’ conceptions regarding the use of dialogue in teaching?

1.2) To what extent do teacher’s practices change towards more dialogic teaching?

1.3) What are the affordances and constraints for the implementation of a dialogic 

approach in teaching?

1.4) What kinds of lessons the teachers develop and deliver based on the new 

approach?



Research questions: second set (learning) 

RQ2) What are the relationships among science learning, the use of dialogue and 

teacher intervention? How do these evolve over time?

2.1) How do students build the scientific concepts across the lessons?

2.2) How does the quality of students’ talk change across the lessons? 

2.3) How are the teachers’ interventions (dialogue moves) employed both on group 

work and whole class settings?

2.4) What is the impact on the learning outcomes?



Summary

3. Strong dialogic position: concept-activity-dialogue

“uneasy relationship between dialogue and activity” 
(Matusov, 2009, p. 7)



Dialogic teaching-learning (Matusov, Wegerif)

“Strong” postion - dialogue is education and an end in itself
• dialogism, “the other” for human existence;

• meaning-making process occurs between at least two distinct 
consciousnesses because of the gap of understanding.

• meaning is inherently dialogic and implies an opening of 
difference;



Dialogue is transformative



Lassi Rajamaa



Many thanks!!

Questions? Suggestions? Comments?

I would love to discuss any point of this endevour with you.

lg485@cam.ac.uk


